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Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources 
British Columbia 

Dear Sirs; 

Enclosed please find our report on the Cabin Creek Project 

Mr. Dennis E. Bell planned and supervised the 1981 geological field 
program on Cabin Creek B.C. Coal Licences held by Shell Canada 
Resources Limited and operated by Crows Nest Resources Limited. 
Gary Cox assisted with the field work, and the preparation of this 
report. 

'v 
Mr. Dennis E. Bell, B.Sc., graduated in Geology from Dalhousie 
University in 1965. Since 1968 he has specialized in mapping, 
structural interpretation, and exploration supervision in the coking 
coal belt of British Columbia and Alberta. He has worked on projects 
similar to this property for this company and a number of other major 
coal companies. Mr. Bell is registered as a Professional Geologist 
in the Association of Professional Engineers, Geologists, and 
Geophysicists of Alberta. 

Gary Cox, B.Sc., graduated in Geology from the University of Alberta 
in 1981. 

Their work was carried out under the supervision of our District 
Manager, British Columbia, Mr. Frank Martonhegyi. 

Yours truly, 

Vice-President, Exploration 



1981 

CABIN CREEK 

S.E. B.C. 

VIEW NORTHWEST 

The cliff of Top Sandstone overlying Seam 4 dips gently to the north 
from the ridge’s peak. The two 1978 Crows Nest Resources’ adits are 
in the light-brown clearings under the right half of the Sandstone. 
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1.0 SUMMARY 

Through a two week period in September, 1981, the author conducted 

a two-part exploration program in southeastern British Columbia on the 

Cabin Creek coal licences held by Shell Canada Resources Limited and 

operated by Crows Nest Resources Limited. The work was based from 

Fernie and Spa-wood. Cost has been $21,578.00. 

The first part consisted of detail hand-held plane table geologic 

mapping of 1:2,000 scale on a enlarged 1:5,000 topographic base. This 

was a direct continuation of the 1979 mapping done on the same base by 

the author. 

w 

The second part consisted of hand-trenching of six locations. The 

first two are part of the main reserve outlined by the mapping, and the 

other fou; were discovered during the 1980 mapping by the author in 

licence 595, which ccwers a separate area from the main area and which 

was the subject of the 1980 report. The hand-trenching was supervised 

and recorded by a Crows Nest Geologist; Gary Cox. 

No equipment work was done in 1981. Analysis of the trench coal samples 

is not yet complete and will be reported in the next Cabin Creek report. 

All other trench data are contained in this report. 

The mapping of 1979, 1980 and 1981 has been planned and executed by the 
Q 

author as one linked whole. During 1978 Crows Nest Resources successfully 

completed and sampled two adits in the two known thick seams, but no 
.4 1. 
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1.0 Summary continued. . . 

mapping was done. This work is recorded in very complete detail in the 

1978 report by J. Horachek, now located in the Calgary Head Office. 

The mapping by the author has been aimed at outlining the extent and 

structural orientation of the Kootenay Group section of interest, to 

complement the adit work. All mapping to date on the main reserve has 

been done by careful chain measurement from either the adits or the peak, 

with altitude corrections included. As the main reserve consists of a 

structurally-simple tilted erosional remnant of Kootenay sediments, 

the attempt has been to bettter define its extent. Mapping is not yet 

completed, and further work requires one or two helicopter landing sites 

to be cut, as the distance to traverse further northwest along the main 

ridge has become prohibitive in time. 

Eight million tonnes of geological in place coal resc~urces were 

estimated in the 1978 Cabin Creek Geological Report (Horachek, 1978). 

This volume was calculated considering the seams with their thickness 

at the adit sites. 

Cabin Creek area is outlined on the following "Index, Geologic 

Compilation, and Coal Disposition Map" of 1:50,000 scale. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Coal Land Tenure 

Eight licences (595-601 inclusive and 4742) compose Group 244, 

1426 hectares. 

The following table, entitled "Fig. 3, B.C. Coal Licences 

Tenure Standing, Cabin Creek", gives details of tenure. 
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DATE: FEBRUARY. ,982 
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2.2 Location, Geography, and Physiography 

The Cabin Creek Prospect is the most southerly of Crows Nest 

REXXlPZ2S’ areas in southeast British Columbia. It is located 

on the north side of the upper Cabin Creek drainage, which empties 

southeast into the Flathead River. It is separated by several 

massive lines of mountains from the licences of Lodgepole, 

Harvey Creek, and Lillyburt. 

The topography is steep, but less than on some other Crows Nest 

properties. The geography and physiography is typically southern 

Rocky Mountain in aspect. Forest is of medium density. The 

overall character is similar to that of Lodgepole or the workings 

of B.C. Coal's operations. 

The peak of the ridge wer the main reserve is a relatively high 

2,170 m (7,120 ft.). Forest cc~ver is mainly of medium-density, 

and no part of the property is above treeline. 

Snow~may be expected on the ground in May and in October. Mining 

would be entirely above 1,900 m (6,200 ft.). 
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2.3 Access 

At present, road access is from Fernie south 15 km on Highway 3 

to the Morrissey turn-off, then 55 km southeast along the 

Lodgepole and Ram Creek logging roads to the Storm Creek turn-off. 

A further 7 km of four-wheel-drive trail leads to the impassable 

water-bar constructed on the trail to the adits. Alternately, 

the property is 15 minutes by helicopter southeast from Fernie, 

and 20 minutes from Sparwood. As the drainage faces southeasterly, 

away from Fernie and Sparwood, the area tends to be isolated. 

Mapping lends itself to a blend of road and helicopter access, 

as the driving time is 14 hours one way. 

A longer road route to the Storm Creek turn-off exists south 

from Lillyburt along the Flathead Road and northeast up Cabin 

Creek. 
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3.0 WORK DONE 

3.1 Summary of Previous Work 

The 1978 program included geodetic ground control and location 

surveys, photogrammetric mapping as well as driving and bulk 

sampling two adits for analysis and tests. 

The 1979 program of geologic mapping was done by the author in 

the vicinity of the adits, to determine the attitude of the beds 

and the extent of the reserve. 

Work in 1980 consisted of detail mapping on a 1:5,000 scale by 

the author on the geologically isolated northeast licence 595, 

containing a separate and smaller erosional remnant of Kootenay 

section. 
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3.2 Scope and Objective of 1981 Exploration 

Considering that adits have been completed and sampled in the 

main reserve of two seams, and that even a casual aerial 

inspection shows the reserve to consist of a simple, tilted 

erosional block, 1981 mapping-was intended to continue a plot of 

bedding attitudes on measured outcrop lines. 

Careful measurement of outcrop position and attitude is required, 

as the reserve is small in extent and mining decisions will have 

a correspondingly small error allowance. 

At the same time, mapping was intended to describe the thickness 

and character of the stratigraphic section in order to guide 

future mapping, drilling, and trenching. 

V 
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3.3 Work Done in 1981 

1981 work cost $X,578.00. Mapping was continued from the 

1979 start on the main reserve, on the same scale and base. 

Sufficient has been done to outline most of the extent of reserve 

of the upper seam, but approximately half of the extent of the 

lower seam remains to be done. Bedding attitudes have been 

stereographically analyzed to determine the orientation of the 

reS‘Zr”e. Thickness measurements of the stratigraphic units have 

been done. Hand trenches were dug on each of the two major seams, 

and on three coal occurences in 1980's northeast licence. 

A stereographically-oriented grid has been established, to which 

further work may be referenced. This will ensure that the least 

possible apparentness in thickness and aspect will occur on cross 

sections. 

All geologic data has been plotted on the base and the geologic 

map presented in the enclosures of this report is complete to date. 

One 1:2,000 structural cross section has been prepared and it is 

also included in the enclosures. This cross section is section 

100 West on the grid and supersedes the similar, sketched cross 

section presented in the 1978 report. 
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3.3 Work Done in 1981 continued. . . 

The hand-trenching has provided coal thicknesses and samples 

to complement the data from the adits and, as the measured thickness 

of the upper major seam (Seam 4) is significantly thinner than 

that from the adit, the need for further trenching is apparent. 

3.4 Costs of Work Done in 1981 

Detailed costs of the 1981 Cabin Creek geologic program are 

contained in the Application To Extend Term of Licence on the 

following pages. 

Total cost of the 1981 program is calculated to be $21,578.00. 
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Ministry of Energy.Mines ard Petrckum FIescwrCeS 

APPLICATION TO EXTEND TERM OF LICENCE 

I, ... .Lerl.ia .GramELi~ k. .............. agent for 5hel.l. Canada. R,$s~rces. Limited. ... 

.... ?..P ... BOX ?!?? .................. ...... CP!svY ...................... 
,Idd... ., IAdd,"., 

Alberta TZP ZHS ...................................................................... 

Valid FMC NO. 2.4.%42 .................. 

hereby apply 10 the hdinirtrr 10 txtcnd the terrll Of Coal Licenccw N0I.L 595-601 & 4742 ............................ 
8 Coal Licences. Group X244. 1426 Hectares .............................................................................. 

for a f",,hl, period Of one year. 

2,Properl"name Cabin Creek, Kootenay Land District .......... ...... ....... ......... ..... ............................... 

3. I am a,,owing the m~orrinp co.1 ~icenscrr, NOW. to forfeit, ........ N.! ........................... 

.............................................................................. 

4. I h."C txdormed,or saured IO be Performed,d"rinp ,hO period February. ??t!'. !.W!. ............. ....... .to 

February 28 ..... ......... .................. 19 82 ...... .vorttothe"al"eof~tleart*. ... 21 578.00 ..?. .......... 

on the location 01 C0.I lice”ce,l, aI followI: 

C*TEGcmY OF WORK 
Licend~ NOlS~. Apporlioned cm 

Geological mapping 601, 600, 599, 4742 17,770 ............................................... 

mler work Ispecify, ................................................. 

ot,.property emu ho1 OH-1 RepOPt ........... !.LmS ........ 

5. 1 Wilh to apply a. .. 21.,.17B..Jm ... Of this “.I”. 01 war !. O” Co.9 Licencelr) Pwr,. ........ 4742. 

.............................................................................. 

5. I wirll 10 pay cash in lie” Of work in the amDY”t Of a. ... N..A .................. an coal ~icence,~, NOW. 

.............................................................................. 

FA 2s 82 .J. in..*;,. 
/ 
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4.0 GEOLOGY 

4.1 Regional Geology 

V 

Regional Geology of the coal belt of southeastern British 

Columbia has become fairly well known in the last several years, 

mostly as a result of Geological Survey of Canada work. The author 

has compiled a biblography of the ten most relevant papers, dating 

back to 1953. This is included in this report. 

In 1979, D.W. Gibson of the Survey published his paper outlining 

new lithostratigraphic units named the Mist Mountain and Morrissey 

Formations of the Kootenay Group. This work was meant by the 

Survey to be a synthesis of all individually studied and published 

areas done in the past. This terminology is followed in this report. 

Erosional remnants in the southeastern part of the East Kootenay 

coal area (Cabin Creek, Sage Creek, Harvey Creek), isolated from 

the Fernie Coal Basin, are commonly referred to as the Flathead 

Coalfield. 

Cabin Creek is close to and appears to have similar geology to the 

nearby "Flathead Map Area" mapped and published upon by the 

Survey's Price in 1962. Crows Nest work has been done in the 

framework of this report. 
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4.1 Regional Geology continued. . . 

The following page, "Formational Diagram, Cabin Creek," shows 

the nomenclature used in this report, as well as six others 

used in the past. Gibson and Price are included. 

. . 
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4.2 Stratigraphy 

Geological work until 1981 has not included, beyond an estimate 

basis only, a measurement of the amount of coal-bearing sediments 

(Mist Mountain Formation) left behind by erosion in Cabin Creek area. 

This figure has a bearing on all further exploration, particularly 

in drill planning and the search for seams in addition to the 

two mineable seams already known. 

During the limited amount of mapping 1981, which was directed 

mainly at outlining on the ground the main reserve, the author 

found one outcrop exposing the Weary Ridge - Moose Mountain contact, 

within the Morrissey Formation, underlying the Mist Mountain. 

This location is on the main trail leading up to the adits. 

Construction of this 1978 trail exposed considerable outcrop along 

its route up from Storm Creek drainage to the east. This has been 

mapped in detail, and is presented on the geological map in the 

enclosures. 

The "Stratigraphic Diagram, Cabin Creek" on the following page 

incorporates thicknesses based on outcrop along this trail. The 

position of the contact has been projected onto the plane of the 

section using the average strike of the bedding attitudes analyzed 

in the stereographic work, giving a result of 164 m (538 ft.) of 

Kootenay section remaining above the Weary Ridge - Moose Mountain 

contact. .,/ 
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4.2 Stratigraphy continued. . . 

The plane table mapping, incorporating elevation corrections 

based on hand-held clinometer readings, shows that the upper thick 

seam (No. 4) is separated from the lower thick seam (No. S), by 

35 In. Average strike and dip used in this calculation is that 

shown by the sterographic work. This figure agrees closely 

with the 38 m estimated by J. Horachek in the 1978 work. 

J. Horachek also estimated that Mist Mountain thickness was 

80 m. The author has not definitely established the top of the 

Moose Mountain, but the measurements show (as drawn on the cross 

section) that 84 m of section remains between the base of the Moose 

Mountain and the lower seam. 

The problem is that the lower Mist Mountain in this southern-most 

portion of the coal field is known to contain unusually thick 

sandstones which appear at even close range as similar to the 

traditional Moose Mountain or Basal Sandstone. The situation is 

similar to that at Lodgepole. 

Above the Weary Ridge - Moose Mountain contact outcropping on the 

main trail there is a covered interval in the bulldozer-opened 

section of 1978, and so the top of the Moose Mountain is not exposed. 

Further outcrop, however, exposes recessive coaly siltstones and 

shales, and the author estimates that the Moose Mountain cannot be 

thicker than 10 m as a result. This would mean a Mist Mountain 
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4.2 Stratigraphy continued. . . 

remnant thickness of 74 m, or 79 m if a Moose Mountain thickness of 

5 m (which is the minimum that can be seen). 

The sterographic study shows, -however, that the average strike 

along the trail differs substantially (by 49 degrees) from the 

average strike in the area of the adits and so there is still 

considerable ~OCJIII for change in this figure, depending upon the 

projection used to put the contact onto the plane of the section. 

A conclusion is that drill holes of maximum depth 150 m may be 

expected c~er most of the area to penetrate into the Fernie beds 

lying beneath the Kootenay coal-bearing units, and these will 

discover any further thick seams present. As most work to date has 

been targeted at the two known thick seams, which are in the upper 

part of the section, it is desirable to investigate this 

unprospected lower 84 m. This may be done by drilling holes which 

are positioned to penetrate the two thick seams, to a greater depth. 

The author has continued to use the 1978 designation of "Top, 

Middle, and Lower Sandstone" for the three thick sandstone units 

sandwiching the two major seams. They are easy to follow in the 

area and allow precise mapping. The name "Lower Sandstone" is left 

at this time to include all section between the base of the lower 

thick seam and the Moose Mountain, as it appears to consist mostly 

of thick, inter-lensing massive sandstone units, usually fine-grained 
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4.2 Stratigraphy continued. . . 

but very tough erosionally, with unexposed interbedded recessive 

units composing less than half of the total section. At one 

point along the trail coal bloom is exposed, but a backhoe is 

needed to trench it. Therefore the Lower Sandstone remains 

prospective for the time being. 
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4.3 Structural Geology 

Present Cabin Creek coal reserves are contained in a tilted 

erosional remnant; it is possible to traverse completely around 

the three massive cliff-forming sandstone units sandwiching the 

two known thick seams. This was started in 1979 by the author, 

continued by him in 1981, but much remains to be done. 

As the Top Sandstone, overlying the most-important Seam 4, is 

more followable than the Middle Sandstone underneath it, a 

circular traverse, starting in either direction from the peak, was 

done in order to outline as precisely as possible the extent of 

the reserve on 1:2,000 scale. The method used was a hand-held 

plane-tabling procedure, wherein the traverse line is plotted 

directly onto the geologic base map in the field. Altitudinal 

corrections were made at the time. Closure on this traverse,was 

3 m. This position is drafted on the 1:2,000 map. There is yet 

one unmapped area on the northwest side of the circle probably 

underlain by the seam, as noted on the map. 

The Sandstone's bedding attitudes measured on this traverse were 

run through Golder Associates' computer program STEREO to plot 

scatter and contour stereographs. The program, in this case of 

monoclinally-dipping beds, computes also the average attitude. 

The average attitude should approximate closely what will be found 

in actual mining; the program was also used by Golder in planning 

the Line Creek pit. 
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4.3 Structural Geology continued. . . 

Average attitude is: strike 287 degrees true, dip 16 degrees 

north. This strike was used as the baseline for the grid, originating 

at the peak. By orienting cross sections at 90 degrees to this 

baseline, in the average dip direction (017 degrees), most 

apparentness in thickness willdisappear. The section included in 

this report is 100 m West on this grid, and it was chosen as it 

shows the maximum "length" downdip of the reserve. 

Three other sets of bedding attitudes were run stereographically: 

TABLE NO. 1 

BEDDING ATTITUDE STEREOGRAPHIC RESULTS 

NUNBER OF ATTITUDES STRIKE DIP 

(1) TOPSS81 37 287 16 

(2) ALLSS81 60 299 20 

(3) ACCTR81 25 238 11 

(4) ACCTRSl + ALLSS81 85 289 16 

The individual scatter and contour diagrams are reproduced bn 

following pages. 

TOPSS81, Top Sandstone 1981, is the set of attitudes from the 

circular, closed traverse around the Top Sandstone. 
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4.3 Structural Geology continued. . . 

ALLSS81, All Sandstone Attitudes 1981, adds all other attitudes 

measured northwest along the main ridge from TOPSS81 to this latter 

set. This new set includes, structurally, Middle and Lower Sandstone 

attitudesin this direction, and adds the lower, Seam 5 unmapped 

reserve in this direction. The strike swing northerly is evident 

(12 degrees), but the dip increase to 20 degrees is actually a 

reflection of the fact that the southerly side of the tilted block 

which was traversed is steeper than the northerly, downdip 

untraversed side. 

ACCTR81, Access Trail 1981, is a set of all attitudes collected 

below Seam 5 down the main trail to the base of the Weary Ridge 

outcrop where it is faulted. It shows a southwest swing in strike 

of 49 degrees. This set is, in effect, as average strike and dip 

for the Lower Sandstone in this easterly direction from the block 

of main reserve. 

The final set, ACCTR81 + ALLSS81, is a "summary" set of all 

attitudes measured in the mapping, except those below the Weary 

Ridge. It differs in strike from TOPSSSI by only two degrees, 

and so the figure for TOPSSSI was used as the grid baseline. 
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4.4 Hand-Trenching 

One pair of hand-trenchers, supervised by Crows Nest Geologist 

Gary Cm, trenched six locations in 1981 on Cabin Creek licences. 

The Crows Nest-contracted helicopter stationed at Sparwood was 

used for transportation. 

Four of the locations are on licence 595, which covers the smaller 

separate Kootenay erosional remnant investigated in 1980 by the 

author. These locations were noted as coal bloom in 1980 mapping, 

and their trenching fulfil15 one of 1980's recommendations. 

The other two locations are in the vicinity of the adits on the 

main block of reserve, and re-exposed ~~2-1977 trenching of the 

two main seams where they cross the main ridge. 

Gary Cox measured the results, and they are presented in the diagrams 

of the following pages on a scale of 1:50. Thicknesses presented 

are true. Trench bearings and inclinations were recorded, as well 

as strike and dip, in order that the trenches may be constructed. 

Sample analyses are not yet available at the time of writing. 

They will be included in the next report. 

-5. 
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4.4.1 B.C. CL 595: Trench 81-1 

c 
This hand trench is located 300 m west of the helicopter landing 

site drafted on the 1980 geologic map HA-78 in an outcrop labelled 

"massive sandstone, interbedded siltstone-mudstone and chippy shale." 

The trench exposed the footwall, but not the hanging wall, of a clean 

2.18 m (7.2 ft) coal bed. Overburden became too deep on the 

hanging wall side to uncover the seam's top, but there is room for 

considerable thickness. 

The footwall bed is 22 cm of slightly coaly mudstone. Underlying 

is a dirtier 95-cm coal bed, containing two partings, thickest 

is 10 cm. 

Dip is steeply northeast at 56 degrees. 

This trench is located also on 1980 geologic map HA-78, in the 

lOWX, southerly area bounded by faults and marked "JKmm", at 

an outcrop labelled, "10 m micaceous massive sandstone, coal 

bloom from above". The location is in steep, tangled brush and 

trees, and very difficult to trench. 

A coal bed of 1.39 m was trenched, with only 11 cm of shale 

hanging wall exposable above. Dip is 30 degrees north-easterly. 

Difficult terrain prevented further trenching in the time available. 
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4.4.3 B.C. CL 595: Other Trenches 

The other two licence 595 hand trenches exposed no measureable coal 

and may be further disregarded. The first is marked on HA-78 as 

a bloom occurrence 150 m west of 81-1, against the edge of the map 

sheet, in an outcrop labelled, "2 m massive fine and medium sandstone 

underlain by coal bloom". The second is located 150 m west from 

the peak, to the north of 81-1, and marked on HA-78 with the label 

"Coal bloom in patchy trees and rubble; would be difficult to trench." 

4.4.4. B.C. CL 601: T=e"=h 77-I ~~~&[I~' ,j,/ 5-yc/yyTo 

This trench is a ~-exposure of the pre-1977 trench placed on the 

main ridge southeast from the adits, and its position is plotted 

to an accuracy of 5 m on the geologic map included in the enclosure 

of this report. 

The coal is Seam 4, measured and sampled in Adit No. 2 in 1978. 

J. Horachek, in the 1978 report, lists the thickness of the "upper 

bench", this is, of the upper part of this split seam, as 5.9 m; 

the thickness in the trench is 3.55 m. The thickness of the "main 

parting", or split, in the adit is 2.3 m; in the trench it is 5.2 m. 

The thickness of the "lower bench", or lower part of the seam, 

is 5.9 m: in the trench it is 2.15 m. 

Total thickness in the adit is 11.8 m coal in 14.1 m; in the 

trench it is 5.7 m coal in 10.9 m. There are further, thinner 
,,, .e. 

partings in both adit and trench. 
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4.4.4. B.C. CL 601: Trench 77-l continued. . . 

A conclusion is that much more work is needed on this seam, as, 

should the thinning of the seam prove to be the rule rather than 

the exception, the 1978 reserve estimate is far too high. 

4.4.5 B.C. CL 601: Tra,d, 77-Z 

This trench is a re-exposure of the pre-1977 trench placed also 

on the main ridge southeast from the adits, and its position is 

plotted to an accuracy of 5 m on the geologic map included in the 

enclosures of this report. 

The coal is Seam 5, the lower of the two adited seams. In Adit 

No. 1 it is 4.40 m thick, including 1.32 m shale parting. At the 

trench it is 4.18 m, including at least 1.2 m of partings. The 

remainder of the coal appears quite high-ash. 

.,/ 
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b 
5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Geologic exploration on Cabin Creek licences by Crows Nest Resources 

in the four years of 1978-81 has been conducted in the months of September 

and October only, by staff engaged on other properties elsewhere during 

the earlier part of the field seas6n. A great amount of work was not 

done in any year, therefore, but the total is now considerable. 

With two adits in hand from 1978, approximately 90 per cent of the extent 

df reserve of Seam 4 has been outlined in mapping and its structural tilt 

has been determined. A much smaller portion of the extent of Seam 5, 

the lower of the two seams, has been mapped. There is, or could be, 

'v considerable extent of this seam northwest from its known position; the 

furthest distance possible in this direction may be easily seen from a 

helicopter, but the eye loses the seam's subcrop, amongst the boulder 

patches and overlapping cliff lines exposed around the erosional block. 

Mapping in this direction along the ridge will require one or two 

helicopter landing sites to be cut, as the distance to hike has become 

prohibitive. 

As the 1981 ~-e-exposure of trench 77-2 shows the thick Seam 4 to have 

thinned by half, further trenching around the erosional edge of the 

reserve is especially called for, but most of this would have to be done 

by backhoe, which requires trail building. There are several sites, however, 

which may be hand-trenched. Both seams may yet be hand-trenched where 
b they cross the main ridge on the west side of the main block. These 

positions are drawn on the geological map. 
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5.0 Recommendations continued. . . 

One or more 100 - to 150-m drill holes may be planned on the main block. 

The first of these should be drilled deep enough to reach the Fernie 

shales; if no thick coal beds are found in the Lower Sandstones, further 

holes may be less than 100 m in depth, deep enough to penetrate Seam 5. 

The hand trenching on the isolated northeast licence 595 has found two 

seams greater than 1 m in thickness. Recommendations for this block 

remain as outlined in the 1980 report; mapping (and now hand trenching) 

is complete and shallow drilling or backhoe trenching is in order for 

the future. 
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